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Abstrat

Tabling an be implemented in a (WAM-based) Prolog sys-

tem by means of SLG-WAM: onsumers suspend and their

state is preserved by freezing the exeution staks. XSB is

a system that urrently implements tabling based on the

SLG-WAM. The memory model is quite omplex and at-

tempts to understand the notion of usefulness of data in XSB

well enough to build a preise garbage olletor have failed in

the past. CAT is a reent alternative to SLG-WAM: it sus-

pends onsumers by opying parts of the exeution staks.

The memory model is simpler and the design of a more pre-

ise garbage olletor beame feasible. CAT also provided

the neessary insights in the usefulness of data in the on-

text of the SLG-WAM. This paper desribes the memory

management of tabled logi programming systems, whether

based on the SLG-WAM or on CAT. Sine CAT an perform

arbitrarily worse than SLG-WAM spae-wise, also a minor

garbage olletion on reation of the CAT areas is desribed

and its e�etiveness is disussed.

1 Introdution

Inorporation of tabling (also known as memoization) in

the exeution model of non-deterministi programming lan-

guages suh as Prolog leads to a more powerful and exi-

ble paradigm: tabled logi programming. More spei�ally,

through the use of tabling repeated subomputations are

avoided and more programs terminate; thus the resulting

exeution model allows more spei�ations to be exeutable.

As a result, pratial systems inorporating tabling suh as

the XSB system [16℄, have been proven useful to a wide range

of appliation areas suh as parsing, databases [16℄, pro-

gram analysis [8, 7℄, and reently veri�ation through model

heking [14℄. At the same time, tabling introdues some ex-

tra ompliations in the standard implementation platform

for Prolog, the WAM [17℄. Most of the ompliations are

attributed to the inherent asynhrony of answer generation

and onsumption, or in other words to the more exible

ontrol that tabling requires: Control, i.e. the need to sus-

pend and resume omputations, is a main issue in a tabling

implementation beause some subgoals, alled generators,

generate answers that go into the tables, while other sub-

goals, alled onsumers, onsume answers from the tables;

as soon as a generator depends on a onsumer, the genera-

tor and the onsumer must be able to work in a oroutining

fashion, something that is not readily possible in the WAM

whih relaims spae on baktraking. The need to sus-

pend omputations means that exeution environments of

these omputations must be preserved. The SLG-WAM [15℄,

the abstrat mahine of XSB, preserves onsumer states by

freezing them, i.e. by not relaiming spae on baktraking

as is done in WAM and by alloating new spae outside the

frozen areas.

Freezing is not the only possible way to implement the

ontrol of tabled exeution. In [10℄, we introdued the

`Copying Approah to Tabling' abbreviated CAT. In short,

CAT preserves and reinstalls the exeution environments of

suspended omputations through opying. CAT resembles

other opy-based tehniques, notably MUSE [2℄ and the im-

plementation of baktraking in C desribed in [11℄. Intro-

duing baktraking into a language (like Prolog) requires

an extra ompliation in the staks: indeed, the WAM loal

`stak' whih keeps information about the environments of

lauses is really a atus stak (e.g. is not segmented by

hoie points) and [11℄ maps this to a regular (C) stak

by opying. Similarly, OR-parallelism on top of Prolog re-

quires an even more omplex stak struture than Prolog,

and MUSE redues this bak to the Prolog staks by using

opying to separate the areas of di�erent workers. Also the

implementation of tabling in SLG-WAM neessarily turns

the staks of the underlying Prolog engine into spaghetti

staks sine more than one branh of the searh tree an

advane its omputation in an interleaved way. CAT is an

attempt to redue the omplexity of the SLG-WAM staks

to the relatively well understood staks of the WAM: indeed,

the stak struture of SLG-WAM is diÆult to understand

and in partiular the impliations on memory management

are very hard to grasp. The simpli�ation that CAT o�ers

also pays o� here: reasoning about reahability and useful-

ness is muh easier than in the freezing implementation of

SLG-WAM.

Independently of the implementation model that is ho-

sen for the suspension/resumption mehanism, tabling sys-

tems have inherently more omplex memory models and in

general their spae requirements are bigger than those of

plain Prolog systems. In short, tabling alls for more sophis-

tiated memory management. Despite this, issues involved

in the memory management of tabled logi programming

systems are urrently unexplored in the literature, and this



paper �lls this gap by providing a relatively omplete a-

ount. We disuss the usefulness logi of Prolog with tabling

and based on this we desribe garbage olletion shemes

for both SLG-WAM- and CAT-based implementations. We

strongly believe that the issues disussed in this paper more

or less arry over to most other possible WAM-based imple-

mentations of tabling. On the other hand, this paper does

not address issues related to memory management of the

table spae; this is an orthogonal issue.

In Setion 2 we state the onepts and notations we use

in the sequel of the paper and review the two approahes to

implementing tabling: the SLG-WAM and the CAT.The de-

sription of these two approahes is relatively self-ontained,

however, its fous is on issues related to memory manage-

ment and as suh the desription is not exhaustive; the

reader is therefore referred to [15, 10℄ for full details of the

two implementation shemes. Setion 3 explains oopera-

tion between CAT and heap garbage olletion, with a de-

tailed disussion on early reset. We pay speial attention to

how the understanding of garbage olletion for CAT, an

be used for designing a garbage olletor for the SLG-WAM

(or indeed for any WAM-based) implementation model. Se-

tion 4 shows further spae improvements during opying for

the heap and the loal stak. We end with a performane

evaluation of this seletive opying and a onlusion.

We assume the reader to be familiar with Prolog and the

WAM (see [1℄ for a general introdution) and to some extent

with tabled exeution of logi programs. Also knowledge of

garbage olletion tehniques for Prolog will help; see [5, 9℄

for spei� instanes of heap garbage olletion for Prolog

and [4, 3℄ for a more general introdution.

2 Conepts and Terminology of Tabling and its Im-

plementation

Tabled resolution reords alls to designated tabled predi-

ates and their answers in a persistent global data struture

alled a table. All other prediates are exeuted as in Pro-

log. When a all, s, to a tabled prediate is enountered, a

hek is made to determine whether s already exists in the

table or is new to the evaluation. If s is new, s is alled a

generator, it will be entered in the table and exeution will

ontinue as in Prolog by resolving s against the program

lauses of the prediate. Upon suessful return from a pro-

gram lause for a generator s, if � denotes the aumulated

bindings for variables in s, then s� onstitutes an answer

for s. This answer is also inserted in the table if it is new

to the evaluation. If, on the other hand, s already appears

in the table, it will not use the program lauses as done in

usual Prolog exeution, but will resolve against the answers

that urrently exist or will be derived for the orresponding

generator. In this ase, s is alled a onsumer subgoal.

Tabling annot be implemented using the purely depth-

�rst searh ontrol of the WAM as the generation and on-

sumption of answers are asynhronous and quite often mu-

tually dependent proesses. This alls for a mehanism to

suspend and resume omputations of onsumers: for the

purposes of this paper it is suÆient to assume that a on-

sumer is suspended when it has onsumed all answers from

the table, and is possibly resumed upon determining that

it has unresolved answers to onsume. In implementation

terms, the need for a suspension/resumption mehanism

means that an abstrat mahine for tabled exeution has to

alter the ontrol | and thus the memory management | of

the WAM to either preserve or be able to reonstrut exeu-

tion environments of onsumers until these do not need to

be resumed anymore. In de�nite programs, this ondition

happens when generators have exhausted all their program

lauses and all onsumers have onsumed all answers that

generators have produed and inserted in the tables: we

then say that these subgoals are omplete

1

.

As Prolog exeution is supported as well, the starting

point for an implementation of tabling is the WAM, but we

assume a WAM with four staks: trail, hoie points, loal

stak (the environments) and the heap. Their top of staks

are pointed by WAM registers denoted respetively as TR,

B, A and H when we need them. E points to the most

reent environment (the fat that we need both E and A in

WAM is a bit unfortunate for the desription). We denote

by B[E℄ the environment �eld in the hoie point pointed

by B and likewise for the other �elds of hoie points or

other WAM data strutures. In our desription as well as

in the �gures, the staks will grow downwards, i.e. higher in

the stak means older, lower means younger.

2.1 SLG-WAM: The environment-sharing imple-

mentation of tabling

Tabling an be implemented by modifying the WAM as is

done by the SLG-WAM [15℄. In this approah, exeution en-

vironments of suspended onsumers are preserved by freez-

ing the WAM staks, i.e. by not allowing baktraking to

relaim spae in the staks as is done in the WAM. In im-

plementation terms, this means that the SLG-WAM adds

an extra set of freeze registers to the WAM, one for eah

stak and alloation of new information ours below the

frozen part of the stak. Suspension of a onsumer is per-

formed in the SLG-WAM by reating a onsumer hoie

point to baktrak through the answers in the table, setting

the freeze registers to point to the urrent top of the staks,

and upon exhausting all answers fall bak to the previous

hoie point by failing as in the WAM (i.e. undoing the vari-

able bindings and restoring the WAM registers) but without

relaiming any spae. Frozen spae is relaimed only upon

determining ompletion. Note that a side-e�et of having

frozen segments in the staks is that the staks atually rep-

resent trees:for example, ontrary to the WAM, hoie points

on the same branh of the omputation may not be ontigu-

ous and the previous hoie point may be arbitrarily higher

in the stak.

Memory areas of the SLG-WAM and their relationships

are depited in Figure 1. Initially all SLG-WAM freeze reg-

isters point to the beginning of the staks; they are shown

by arrows next to eah stak. After exeuting some Prolog

ode the exeution enounters a generator G and reates a

generator hoie point for it. The exeution ontinues, some

more hoie points are reated and eventually a onsumer C

is enountered. The SLG-WAM staks at this point are

shown in Figure 1(a). The heap and the trail are shown

segmented by hoie points; the same segmentation is not

shown for the loal stak as it is a atus stak. From the

trail, some pointers point to ells older than the generator G:

these ells have addresses �1 and �2 in the piture, and the

values of the ells are � and �. One an see that a trail

1

Note that, ontrary to what happens in the memoization of fun-

tional languages, non-determinism introdues an extra ompliation

in the piture as it is usually not known in advane how many answers

a given subgoal will produe and until when its onsumers might need

to be resumed and their exeution environments be preserved.
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Figure 1: Memory areas while exeuting under an SLG-WAM-based implementation.

entry in this piture onsists of two pointers and a value,

while in WAM, a trail entry is just one pointer: this new

trail struture will be explained later on. On enounter-

ing C the staks are frozen by setting the freeze registers to

point to the urrent top of the stak (f. Figure 1(b)). After

possibly returning some answers to C, the exeution fails

out of B

C

, and suppose that the youngest hoie point with

unexplored alternatives is B

P

. As shown in Figure 1(b), al-

loation of new information (shown in a darker shade) takes

plae below the freeze registers and no memory above the

freeze registers is relaimed. Notie the oneptual tree form

of e.g. the hoie point stak as shown by previous pointers

from hoie points. Furthermore, note that by ontinuing

with some other part of the omputation, some ells may

hange value: e.g. ell �2 from � to . Finally, by ontin-

uing exeution, more onsumers an be enountered and in

this ase further freezing of the staks will take plae aus-

ing the freeze resisters to move further down in the staks;

see Figure 1().

As expeted, to resume a suspended omputation of a

onsumer, the SLG-WAM needs to have a mehanism to

reonstitute its exeution environment. Besides resetting

the WAM registers (e.g. setting B to point to the onsumer

hoie point C as in Figure 1(d)), the variable bindings at

the time of suspension have to be restored. This an be

done using what is known as a forward trail [18℄. As fully

desribed in [15℄, eah entry in the forward trail onsists of

three ells: a referene ell, a value ell, and a pointer to

the previous trail entry, as opposed to the WAM trail whih

onsists of only a referene ell. These entries are shown in



e.g. Figures 1(a) and 1(b): entries for �1 and �2 reord the

values �; �; and  (the value ell for other trail entries is not

expliitly indiated) and beause of the previous pointers

the trail is also tree-strutured. Given this trail, restoring

the exeution environment EE from a urrent exeution en-

vironment EE



, is a matter of untrailing from EE



to a

ommon anestor of EE



and EE, and then using values

in the forward trail to reonstitute the environment of EE.

Note that after restoring the exeution environment of C

the heap value at address �2 swithes bak to its value, �,

that it ontained upon reation of the onsumer C. Finally,

note that the freeze register of a stak an be above (Fig-

ure 1(b)), equal to (Figure 1()), or below (Figure 1(d)) the

orresponding WAM register of the stak.

2.2 CAT: The environment-opying implementa-

tion of tabling

Instead of maintaining exeution environments of suspended

onsumers through freezing the staks and using an ex-

tended trail to reonstrut them, one ould also preserve

environments of onsumers by opying all the relevant in-

formation about them in a separate memory area, let ex-

eution proeed as in the WAM, and reinstall these opies

whenever the orresponding onsumers need to be resumed.

This is the main idea behind CAT: the `Copying Approah to

Tabling'. An advantage of this approah is that, ontrary to

the SLG-WAM, Prolog exeution happens as in the WAM:

there is no need for a forward trail nor freeze registers and

the staks do not have a tree form. CAT seletively opies

information needed to reinstall suspended environments in

CAT areas as briey explained below

2

.

The CAT area has four memory areas (ontaining in-

formation from eah of the four WAM staks). Figure 2

shows these memory areas in a CAT-based implementation.

When exeution enounters a onsumer, a hoie point C is

reated for it. Let the youngest generator hoie point in

the stak be G (the dots show possible Prolog hoie points

that appear in between). A CAT opy is about to be made;

the situation is depited in Figure 2(a). The shaded parts

in Figure 2(a) show exatly what CAT opies. >From the

heap, the CAT opies the part between the urrent top H

and B

G

[H℄. We refer to the region of the CAT area that

ontains the opy of the heap as the CAT heap and likewise

for the other areas. The part of the loal stak that needs

opying is between A and B

G

[E℄. One ould think that from

the hoie point stak, CAT needs to opy from B till B

G

,

but [10℄ argues this is wrong: instead, it is orret to opy

only the onsumer hoie point (f. also Setion 3.2 for an

explanation). Copying the trail is more ompliated: as we

do not save the part of the heap that is older than B

G

and

sine this part an ontain values that were put there during

exeution more reent than B

G

, we need to save together

with the trailed addresses also the values these trailed ad-

dresses now ontain; we do not need a similar double trail

for the part of the heap that is more reent than B

G

, be-

ause we opy that part ompletely. The opied information

is saved in a CAT area whih is separate from the staks (f.

Figure 2(b)) and exeution ontinues as in the WAM by

failing out of the onsumer hoie point. Contrary to what

happens in the SLG-WAM, baktraking in CAT now re-

laims spae. Figure 2(b) shows a possible situation where

2

Atually, it does so in a more inremental way, but as this is

not relevant for this paper we refer those interested to [10℄ for more

details.

baktraking has taken plae up to a Prolog hoie point P

whih lay between G and C in Figure 2(a), and then an

alternative path of the omputation was tried (shown in a

darker shade). Note that this new omputation has resulted

in the staks having di�erent ontents than what is saved in

the CAT area (although as indiated by the lighter shading

some parts are still intat).

Let us assume that, as in the ase of SLG-WAM, another

onsumer C

0

is enountered and its hoie point is immedi-

ately below P

00

. Another CAT area will be reated at this

point and the resulting state of the CAT memory areas is

shown in Figure 3(a). Eventually, through baktraking exe-

ution will fall bak to G and after G exhausts all resolution

with program lauses, the evaluation reinstalls onsumers

with unresolved answers that have opied up to the gener-

ator G

3

. The resulting staks (but not the CAT areas as

they are the same as those of Figure 3(a)) are shown in Fig-

ure 3(b): through opying, the state of one onsumer, C in

this ase, has just been reinstalled below the staks of G

and now C an start onsuming its answers from the table.

One C onsumes all available answers, a similar reinstal-

lation will take plae for C

0

and all other onsumers that

the evaluation has possibly enountered. Note that after

reinstalling the onsumer, the hoie point and trail stak

are in general smaller than at the time of saving the CAT

area. The CAT areas themselves remain in existene un-

til it an be determined that the assoiated generators are

omplete. Sine eah CAT area an be separately alloated

and freed, memory management of CAT areas is relatively

straightforward and is desribed in [10℄.

At any moment, the omputation that is going on and its

staks, are referred to as urrent. Spae for omputations

that have been frozen (SLG-WAM terminology) or opied

(CAT terminology) are inative. Note that there is onep-

tually a one-to-one mapping between frozen onsumers and

CAT areas: this an also be seen by omparing Figures 1()

and 3(a).

3 Heap Garbage Colletion

In this setion we will onentrate on aspets of heap garbage

olletion for both CAT and SLG-WAM. The ommon sit-

uation is as follows: the urrent omputation needs to be

olleted and there are one or more onsumers suspended.

We will desribe the issues for a sliding olletor (see [12℄)

but most of the issues translate easily to a ompating ol-

letor (as in [5, 9℄) as they are independent of the garbage

olletion tehniques that are being employed (see also [4℄).

The issues are:

� to �nd the reahable data

� to move it appropriately while adapting all pointers to

it

In both sliding or ompating, a marking phase is per-

formed (see [5℄ for why this is neessary for ompating).

The root set in WAM onsists of the argument registers,

the saved argument registers in the hoie points, the lo-

al variables in the environments reahable from the ur-

rent top environment or from the hoie points. Marking

is done in a WAM heap garbage olletor by onsidering

3

This may depend on the sheduling strategy that is used; the

strategy whih governs when answers are returned to onsumers |

see [10℄.
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this root set from newer to older (mainly beause that is

the way frames are linked to eah other) and in the set of

baktraking states

4

from urrent to more in the future: this

latter order orresponds to treating younger hoie points

(and their ontinuation) before older hoie points. It en-

sures the optimal possibility for doing virtual baktraking

or early reset (see [4℄).

3.1 Heap garbage olletion for CAT

In CAT, it is possible to ollet just the urrent omputa-

tion; i.e. perform garbage olletion only in the staks and

leave the CAT areas of onsumers unhanged. Sine it is the

4

A baktraking state is the ontinuation of a omputation whih

results from baktraking, possibly more than one.

urrent omputation that overows, this looks the natural

thing to do, espeially sine most often the urrent omputa-

tion and the saved onsumer are unrelated; this means that

the olletion of the onsumer state might never be needed.

A drawbak is that potentially, the onsumer ould after its

reinstallation ause very quikly a new garbage olletion

that might have been avoided by olleting also the CAT

areas. We deal with CAT areas | and thus with this is-

sue | in Setion 4 where we desribe a sheme for saving

in CAT areas only data that is reahable by the onsumer;

in this way the need for garbage olletion in CAT areas is

minimized.

Consumers share a part of the urrent omputation: the

part that is older than the generator up to whih they have

opied information. The CAT area of a onsumer an have



the following pointers to the urrent omputation:

1. from the CAT heap to the shared heap part

2. from the CAT trail to the shared heap part

3. from the CAT loal stak to the shared loal stak and

shared heap part

These pointers are to be followed for marking and take part

in the usual reloation during the seond phase of the sliding

algorithm.

Moreover, the CAT area ontains in general also pointers

to the heap and loal stak as they will be after reinstalling

the onsumer: oneptually, suh a pointer referenes the

CAT heap (or CAT loal stak) but in reality it points to the

ative heap or loal stak. Suh a pointer we name a CAT

internal pointer. During the marking phase, it is followed

as if pointing to the CAT area itself. Sine the exat plae

where the onsumer will be reinstalled will hange beause

of the garbage olletion, the CAT internal heap pointers

need to be reloated by the same amount by whih the heap

pointer from its generator has hanged. Figure 4 illustrates

the situation.

G denotes the generator hoie point up to whih a on-

sumer has been saved: from this onsumer, only the CAT

heap is shown. The top of heap at the moment of reation

of G is h. The CAT heap ontains referenes a and b to the

old part of the urrent heap, while the referenes p and q

are CAT internal heap pointers: they do point to the heap,

but the data they point is urrently in the CAT heap and

will be in the heap only after the onsumer will been rein-

stalled. Consequently, the referenes a and b are reloated

aording to the sliding proess taking plae in the old part

of the heap, while the pointers p and q are shifted by the

same amount as the h pointer.

Sine, as shown in Figure 3(a), there may exist several

CAT areas at the same time (for di�erent onsumers), it

is worthwhile noting that no referenes from one onsumer

to another onsumer an exist: referenes are always to

the heap and loal stak in whih the urrent omputation

evolves.

The above an be adapted to a opying olletor: in

a shema that requires marking before opying (see [5, 9℄),

the marking phase remains the same. Then opying [6℄ takes

plae of the reahable urrent heap, after whih the forward-

ing pointers ontain the information to reloate the pointers

from the CAT area to the urrent heap. The reloation of

the CAT internal heap pointers remains as explained above.

In this shema, the CAT areas are not olleted them-

selves; one an argue that a onsumer ould provoke very

quikly after its reinstallation a new olletion. This is ob-

viously true. So the shema has to be made inremental,

in the sense that if the part of the omputation older than

the generator has been olleted already, it should not be

olleted after its onsumer is reinstalled and auses over-

ow; only the part that orresponds to the installed on-

sumer should be olleted. For more details on inremental

garbage olletion for Prolog, see for instane [5℄. In this

way, the olletion of the onsumer is postponed until it is

really needed and it might never be !

3.2 Heap garbage olletion for SLG-WAM

In the SLG-WAM, it seems diÆult to ollet the urrent

omputation without olleting the frozen onsumers at the

same time: their data are intertwined on the staks. So, the

proposal here is to use as root set the urrent omputation

(and its baktraking states) as well as the frozen onsumers.

Eah onsumer is haraterized by its hoie point together

with a part of the loal stak and trail that is newer than

the generator of its answers. In the past, the only way we

ould imagine marking a onsumer, was by melting it �rst

(i.e. reinstall its bindings by using the forward trail), and

then mark it as if it were a urrent omputation. However, a

previous marking (during the same garbage olletion, either

a marking of another onsumer or the urrent omputation),

will have set some mark bits, and it was not lear how they

had to be taken into aount.

Suh a situation happens when there are two views

on the same ell, depending on two threads of exeu-

tion. In these views, the ell has di�erent values and

in one view, usefulness logi [4℄ ditates that marking is

not reursive if the envelope of the ell was not marked

before. Figure 5 shows this situation in more detail:

A B

1 2

Figure 5: A ell reah-

able through two di�er-

ent paths

Consider that the box around

the smaller box (representing

e.g. a struture) is reahable

from both views 1 and 2. In

view 1, the ell in the smaller

box (e.g. an argument of this

struture) has ontents A, in

view 2, B. Suppose that view 2

is followed for marking �rst;

then the bigger box has not

been marked before and the

objet B is dead aording to

the usefulness logi. How-

ever, marking from view 1

�rst, sets the mark bit on, so

that when later marking from

view 2 happens, B will be on-

sidered alive.

This is exatly the situation in tabling, where di�erent

onsumers and the urrent omputation orrespond to dif-

ferent threads of exeution, eah having their view on the

ontents and liveness of reahable ells.

In the setting of CAT, it was easier to ome to the on-

lusion that a onsumer an be marked without being rein-

stalled, that marking a onsumer does not need to onsider

the part of the stak that is older than the generator up to

whih the opy was made and that even the hoie points

between the onsumer and the generator need not be on-

sidered. Indeed, in CAT, at the time of reinstalling the on-

sumer, these intermediate hoie points have already been

removed by baktraking.

In the setting of SLG-WAM, two onsumers an also

share a part of the trail and loal stak, so we expet that

it pays o� to avoid marking from the same roots (in this

shared part) more than one. It is also ommon in a plain

Prolog garbage olletor to avoid marking from the same en-

vironment ell, whih an be reahable from di�erent hoie

points.

3.3 Virtual baktraking and the order of marking

Virtual baktraking, or early reset, in the ontext of tabled

logi programming remained long a mystery to us. For a

good aount on this issue in Prolog, see [4℄, or [3℄ and [13℄.

The idea of virtual baktraking is that a trailed heap entry

whih is not reahable for the forward ontinuation of the

urrent omputation (but might be for alternative branhes
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Figure 4: Some referenes from the CAT heap before and after garbage olletion

of the urrent omputation, i.e. on baktraking) an be set

to unbound during garbage olletion and the trail entry

itself an be disarded as well. The situation is reognized

during marking, and it is essential that the ontinuation is

marked before the future alteratives.

The exeution of ?- main. against the following arti�-

ial piee of Prolog ode shows a (well-known in the litera-

ture) potential for early reset:

main :- h(f(X)).

h(Z) :- Z = f([1,2,3℄),

last use of(Z),

g, % do garbage olletion

more goals.

h(Z) :- ...

The binding of the variable X (in main) to the list [1,2,3℄

is on the trail, but sine Z is not useful in forward exeution

after garbage olletion, it an be disarded during garbage

olletion, even though the data struture in Z is reahable

from the hoie point.

For CAT, it is lear that during garbage olletion, early

reset an be performed for the urrent omputation: the

suspended omputations, i.e. the onsumers, have their own

omputation state saved. If this applies to CAT, it has to

apply to SLG-WAM as well, as the matter of usefulness of

data is related to the abstrat suspension mehanism rather

than to the atual realization. However, we also want to an-

swer the question whether during marking of the onsumers

early reset is allowed and/or possible.

A CAT trail entry of a onsumer, say C, an ontain

a referene to a heap entry that is not reahable from the

ontinuation of C: there is no harm in removing this CAT

trail entry. However, setting the orresponding heap entry

to unde�ned in a non-disriminating way might be wrong,

sine the urrent omputation might need the ell with its

urrent value. In that ase and if marking of the urrent

omputation was done �rst, the mark bit of this trailed heap

entry was set and the marking phase of the onsumer an

deide not to make the ell unde�ned.

On the other hand, the mark bit does not reet who (the

onsumer or the urrent omputation) referenes the ell, so

that it is possible that by marking the generator �rst, the

onsumer looses an opportunity for early reset | or at least

CAT trail ompation. This means that the order in whih

onsumers and the urrent omputation are marked, an

be ruial. For the sake of fousing the ideas, assume that

at the moment of the garbage olletion, there is just the

urrent omputation and one onsumer. Obviously the gen-

erator hoie point whih an shedule the onsumer (some

time in the future) is in the urrent omputation at that

moment. Two reasonable orders of marking are:

1. �rst mark the urrent omputation ompletely and

then the onsumer

2. interleave the marking of the urrent omputation and

the onsumer in the following way: �rst mark the ur-

rent omputation up to the generator, then mark the

onsumer up to the generator; �nally, mark the rest of

the urrent omputation. Sine the onsumer shares

this latter part with the urrent omputation, there is

no need to go bak to marking the rest of the onsumer.

Both methods an be easily generalized to the situation

in whih there is more than one onsumer.

The seond order of marking is more preise, as it is pos-

sible that by marking the urrent omputation ompletely,

some opportunity for early reset is lost for some onsumers.

For the �rst order, the only way to remedy this, would be

to have a mark bit for eah onsumer, whih is of ourse im-

pratial sine the number of onsumers an be large (see Ta-

ble 1 whih shows the number of onsumers in some benh-

marks). Sine it has never been proven in the ontext of

Prolog that early reset is really worth its while, we think

that method 1 is to be preferred.

Beause of mark bits set earlier during the marking of the

urrent omputation, early reset is di�erent for the urrent

omputation and a onsumer. We desribe more in detail.

Figure 6 shows a pointer tr whih points to a CAT trail

entry: the value ell of the trail entry ontains a value v

1

;

the referene ell of the trail entry is a and points to a heap



ode for urrent omputation ode for onsumer

if (! marked(a))

f *a = UNDEF;

remove trail entry(tr);

g

if (! marked(a))

f *a = UNDEF;

remove trail entry(tr);

g

else /* marking is neessary in general */

mark objet(v1);

Figure 7: Pseudoode for performing early reset during marking of the urrent omputation and of onsumers.

v2

tr

v1

a

Figure 6: A CAT trail entry

(or loal stak) loation whih ontains a value v

2

: in general

v

1

6= v

2

.

Figure 7 ontains some pseudo-ode for treating one

trail entry during marking: the ode is di�erent for the

urrent omputation and for the onsumer. Funtion

mark objet()marks a value representing a Prolog objet.

>From this piee of ode, one an dedue two ways in

whih early reset for a onsumer is suboptimal; if a heap (or

loal stak) ell reahable from the trail is marked already,

this an have two reasons:

1. the ell was reahable from the onsumer itself

2. the ell was reahable from another onsumer or the

urrent omputation

These two ases annot be distinguished if there is only

one mark bit. As a result, in either ase, not only will early

reset be prohibited, but also the data struture v

1

needs to

be marked, whih would be unneessary if the ell had not

been reahable from the onsumer one is urrently marking.

It follows that only the urrent omputation an do optimal

early reset; the onsumers approximate it.

One onlusion is that early reset during marking of the

onsumers an reset the heap entries and remove CAT trail

entries.

The above analysis was made for CAT. It an be applied

almost straightforwardly to SLG-WAM: after marking the

urrent omputation | performing early reset in the ourse

of doing so | one an mark (and early reset) the state of the

onsumers, whih is aptured by the ells reahable from the

onsumer hoie point and the part of the trail starting at

the onsumer up to where it meets the trail of the generator

that an shedule the onsumer. The part of the trail older

than the generator will have been marked already, sine the

onsumers that are sheduled by this generator share the

trail with the generator. Figure 6 an also serve as a piture

of an SLG-WAM forward trail entry (not inluding the bak

pointer): for the urrent omputation, it is always true that

v

1

= v

2

. Aordingly, the ode above applies to SLG-WAM

as well.

4 Seletive CAT: A minor garbage olletion on

saving onsumers

One might be struk by the fat that while omplete on-

tiguous parts of the heap and the loal stak are saved in the

CAT area, the trail is opied seletively and from the hoie

point stak, only the top hoie point is saved. [10℄ argues

about the hoie point stak that this is almost a neessity.

For the trail, it was a onsious hoie beause it is lear

that the CAT trail needs double entries and so one needs

to inspet the trail entries while opying them: it was then

natural to be more seletive. We will show how heap and

loal stak an also be saved more seletively in CAT.

4.1 Seletively saving the heap

In general, the CAT heap ontains entries that will not be

reahable after the partiular onsumer has been reinstalled:

indeed, the hoie points between the onsumer and the gen-

erator will no longer exist and this redues the root set. So,

the idea here is to save in the CAT heap only the part of

the urrent heap between onsumer and generator that is

reahable from the urrent root set in forward exeution;

this takes into aount that the intermediate hoie points

between the onsumer hoie point and the generator should

not be saved in CAT areas. The easiest way to understand

this seletive saving of the heap is: assume one performs

an inremental garbage olletion of the heap, where only

the part younger than the generator is olleted and at the

same time not using as root set the environments that are

only reahable from the intermediate hoie points. The re-

sult gives exatly what needs to be saved in the CAT heap.

To be more preise, the marking is based on the following

pseudoode whose underlying priniple an be found in [5℄:



/* mark urrent omputation */

/* B points to the onsumer hoie point */

e = B[E℄;

p = B[CP℄; /* CP is the ontinuation pointer */

mark arguments from(B);

elimit = B

G

[E℄; /* G is the generator up to

whih the CAT opy is made */

while (newer(e,elimit))

f mark environment(e,p);

p = e[CP℄;

e = e[E℄;

g

/* note that no other hoie points are*/

/* onsidered for �nding the useful data */

/* mark all new objets*/

/* pointed to from older regions */

tr = TR;

trlimit = B

G

[TR℄;

while (newer(tr,trlimit))

f mark objet(**tr);

tr = previous(tr);

g

In the ode above, the mark funtions must (as usual in

inremental marking) refrain from marking anything that

is not in the part of the heap between the generator and

the onsumer: the trail ats like an exeption list, whih

ontains the referenes from the old generation to the new

generation. For larity, we have left out early reset from the

above ode.

While the above ode just shows marking for the purpose

of understanding whih data must be saved, it an be the

�rst phase in a sliding garbage olletion as is most om-

mon in Prolog systems, beause there are good reasons to

preserve the order of segments (and even of individual ells

in the heap). However, as after the reinstallation of the

onsumer, this part of the heap is exatly one segment, a

opying olletor ould be used as well, e.g. based on [5℄

or [9℄.

4.2 Seletively saving the loal stak

Simillarly to the heap, the loal stak an be opied more

seletively in CAT. To understand this, onsider whih en-

vironments are reahable after the onsumer is reinstalled:

only the environments in the hain starting from the en-

vironment at the moment of saving the onsumer: these

are exatly the environments visited by the marking ode

above. The environments that are only reahable through

the hoie points between the onsumer and generator, will

not be reahable after the onsumer is reinstalled (sine

these hoie points themselves have been removed by bak-

traking), so we do not need to save them in the CAT area.

One this is understood, it is reasonably straightforward to

see how to implement it.

4.3 Performane evaluation of seletive opying

CAT su�ers from the problem that it an perform arbitrarily

worse than SLG-WAM: In CAT, an arbitrarily large portion

of the staks might have to be opied o preserve the exeu-

tion state of eah onsumer (see [10℄ for an example) and

thus eah suspension requires an arbitrary amount of spae

(and thus time) to be performed. On the other hand, in the

SLG-WAM suspension is implemented by just freezing the

staks via setting freeze registers whih is a onstant time

operation. This bad behaviour of CAT atually showed up

in some benhmarks where, under a partiular sheduling

strategy, CAT's peak memory usage was sometimes 10 times

higher than for SLG-WAM (see [10℄). While the more se-

letive saving of CAT heap and CAT loal stak introdued

above annot avoid the worst ase performane of CAT, it

was worth investigating whether it would help in pratie.

After all, seletive saving of the CAT areas also results in

smaller reinstallation, so the ost of a garbage olletion at

CAT reation time might be well worth it as a CAT area is

saved one but might be reinstalled several times. In prepar-

ing a full implementation, we have implemented marking,

and used it as a means of getting some indiation on the

e�etiveness of the seletive opying.

Table 1 shows, for the same benhmark set as that used

in [10℄, the peak memory usage of CAT versus CAT with se-

letive opying (both heap and loal stak) in the �rst two

olumns. The �gures are in bytes. The next olumn shows

the gain in spae, and the last olumn shows the number

of onsumers whih reate a CAT area during the running

of the benhmark. It therefore also indiates the number

of times an inremental garbage olletion has to be per-

formed for obtaining the gain. The �gures show the poten-

tial of seletive saving of the CAT areas in reduing the spae

requirements, but on the other hand, for this set of benh-

marks, they are rather disouraging time-wise: knowing that

the read benhmark runs in 0.86 seonds (on a SUN Ultra

Spar 2, 168 MHz), that most onsumers (94%) never need

reinstalling and from the remaining ones, most (93%) get

reinstalled only one, it seems hardly worthwhile to do 3180

(inremental) garbage olletions. The situation might of

ourse be ompletely di�erent in programs where onsumers

get reinstalled multiple times and if more preise ompletion

is performed.

5 Conlusion and Future Work

The memory model of WAM-based systems that support

tabling is quite omplex due to the inorporation of a

suspension/resumption mehanism. This, in turn makes the

usefulness logi of tabling systems more ompliated than

that of Prolog ones. Yet, tabling systems all for even more

e�etive and sophistiated memory management than plain

Prolog systems as their spae requirements are generally big-

ger. Our past attempts to devise an e�etive garbage ol-

letor for the XSB system did not enjoy muh suess as

we found it extremely diÆult to understand the reahabil-

ity issues in the atus+spaghetti stak of the SLG-WAM

model; without this understanding the best we ould hope

for was a onservative marking sheme, about whih we had

absolutely no lue how impreise it might be. The reently

introdued CAT model o�ered a new, simpler way to im-

plement tabling and, more importantly for this paper, the

means to reason about reahability and usefulness of data in

tabled evaluations regardless of the underlying implementa-

tion.

In this paper we gave a reasonably omplete aount of

the design deisions and most important implementation as-

pets of memory management in the CAT model. With

this as basis, we also disussed garbage olletion for the

SLG-WAM model. In addition, we showed how at the mo-

ment of CAT area reation, a minor garbage olletion an



benhmark CAT seletive CAT gain # of onsumers

s o 23008 10176 12832 38

s r 38104 20956 17148 71

disj 42812 22812 20000 77

gabriel 54116 26856 27260 80

kalah 105348 32032 73316 89

peep 3925708 739632 3186076 1721

pg 1547216 210292 1336924 497

read 5427168 2203648 3223520 3180

Table 1: Spae requirements of CAT with and without seletive opying.

be performed and the spae savings that an be expeted by

doing so. A renewed e�ort for writing the garbage olletor

for both CAT and SLG-WAM is under way.

Although our results as presented in this paper are spe-

i� to tabled logi programming implementations, we be-

lieve that the underlying onepts might prove useful, or at

least give insights, to other (LP) systems that deal with

asynhronous proesses or implement some variant of a

suspension/resumption mehanism.
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